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ABSTRACT. Let M be the classes of regular functions f(z) z-1 -- 04} d- alZ -}-... defined in

the annulus 0 < Izl < I and satisfying Re 1-+i > O, (n 6 No), where If(z) f(z), If(z)
(Z-1 Z(Z- 1)-2) * f(z), I’ll(z) I(I’-lf(z)), and is the Hadamard convolution. We denote
by r M U F, where F denotes the class of functions of the form f(z) z-1 + ’-k=l lalzk"
We obtained that relates the modulus of the coefficients to starlikeness for the classes M and
r, and co,cent inequalities for the classes r.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Let denote the class of function of the form f(z) z-1 -- ao -- al +... that are regular in

0 < Izl < 1 with a simple pole at z 0. In [1] Dernek defined the classes M, of functions f E

and satisfying the condition

Re m+f(z) > 0 (Izl < 1, n e No) (1.1)z-(z)

where I/(z) f(z), If(z) (z-1 z(z- 1) -2) /(z) --zft(z) and l/(z) I(l-lf(z))
z-1 + (-1) ’--ffi-1 k’az" M0 and M1 are known classes of univalent functions that are mero-

morficall starlike and convex respectively. He proved that M+I C M,, for each n No. Since

M0 *, tie element of M are univalent and starlike. Further I’ M,, ;I F, where I" denotes

the subclass of consisting of functions of the form

ffz) Z-1 Z lakl
k=l

In section 2 coefficient inequalities are obtained for the classes M and I’, similar problems

were treated in [2] and [4].

2. COEFFICIENT INEQUALITIES

We begin with a theorem that relates the modulus of the coeiticents to starlikeness. Our

results are generalizations of the results obtained by Pommerenke in [3].
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THEOREM 1. Let f(z) z-1 + ,.oo= a,z,. If=1 k"+lla,[ < 1, then f E M, (n E No).
PROOF. We define w(z) in 0 < Izl < 1 by

In+l.f(z) 1 w(z)
I’ll(z) 1.4- w(z)

It sufticies to show that Iw(z)l < 1. We have from (2.1)

(2.)

The last expression is bounded by 1 if

which reduces to

k’/l[a/ll _< 1. (2.2)

But (2.2) true byh. Hen w(z)[ < 1 dt threm pro.

S ofTrem 1 bnp Poe [3, p. 274]:
COROLLY 1: suitute n 0 thea thmm, then f d

k[a[ 1, thfom f 0 < z[ < 1.

COROLLY 2: H subitu n 1 thea thmm, then f d

thefom f nt 0 < [z[ < 1.1k2[ak 1,

THEOM 2: A aion f(z) 1 [a[z F doy

PROOF: In view of Theorem 1, it sufficies to show that the only if part. Assume that f Fn.
Let z be complex numbers. I/Re(z) > 0 then Re(l/z) > 0. Thus from (1.1) we obtain

/"/(z) } /(z)o < R r,+x/() <

1 (-1)

_
lalz+1

1 :._
Hence

__
k+x]a] <_ 1 and the proof is complete.

This result is thus generalization of the result obtained by Pommerenke [3, p. 275].
COROLLARY 3: If f e F,,, then [a[ _< grr, (n e No), with equality for

1 1
A(z)

z k,,+ z’ (n No).
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